Nature in Conflict vs
Nature in Peace

Art , The United Language NGO of UNESCO YPA

Problem Statement
Not only does War destroy the life of
humankind but it also destroys nature.
The nuclear radiation leakage has destroyed
nature.
After Atomic bombing in Hiroshima even
after a long time passing from the war, no
weeds can not be grown in the affected
lands.

IMAGINE
Imagine if the bomb were bigger,

If another Bomb explodes we all will die!
OF what?

Starving
The food shortage is coming soon in our
future already let alone we limited our food
incomes by having another war in the world.
By having another war some would die
directly and the rest will die indirectly.

Objectives
We are tired of seeing our beautiful planet
polluted by war!
Stopping the coming war!
No more war in the world!
No more nuclear weapon in the world!

Implementation
This can be done in four stages:

1.Hold a painting competition on `Nature in Peace and
Nature in Conflict` to makes children and youth to
think of it, under Art, The United language NGO, Peace
Museum of Tehran and Road to Rio collation.
2.Holding an Art, The United Language workshop (for
further info refer to UNESCO Bangkok YPA website)
with title of nature in Peace and Nature in conflict. (In
the Rio+20)
3.Spread the paintings around the world and make the
people to be aware of what is happening in the world
and how Iranian are peaceful.

Implementation
After Rio
4.We will hold another Art, The United Language
workshop in Tehran with co-operation of Peace
MUSEUM of Tehran.
5.There is a hope that other Peace Museums also
hold this workshop, therefore a network will be
created among all the people who seeks for
peace to stop coming war.

Art, The United Language
workshop
This workshop is held for five days. People from
different backgrounds will work together on theme
related to Nature in Conflict Vs Nature in Peace.
The participants will be divided based on their
interest in any field of art.
And three following days of exhibition might be held.

In the workshop we try to have lecture time on Peace,
Nature, Atomic bomb, war effects on nature. And
group work on promoting a piece of art will be done.

WHY?
By art people can think more deeply about the
subject and after that they would have passion
about subject which leads them to take an action
about that.
Group work makes people to be integrated
which also helps them in a case if they want to
take an action they are not alone and they would
be many.

Outcomes
Making awareness about the environmental
danger which is threatening us now among
people who cares about these issues around the
world.
There is a hope that when the people goes back
from Rio start campaigning against the war.

There is a hope that we effect the policy makers
in the Rio + 20 since they might decide about
tomorrows of the world.

Information
Email:
Natasha.shokri@gmail.com
Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/page/Art-The-Unitedlanguage

H/P: +60-1753-99011

